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Regardless of the economic climate, Spring delivered a powerful stimulus package to Associations. The urge to move
some dirt or spread some paint is irresistible. What is your
community doing to preserve its appealing lifestyle? Do you
have a project languishing on your wish list?

Boards Can Now
View Reports Online
The second phase of our CINC software
implementation is underway. Board members now can access Open Violations and
Board Aging Reports when you log-in to
www.cmamanagement.com.

We’re delighted to see many of our clients’ improvement
projects take shape. In this edition, we offer some close-ups of
CMA client associations which have unearthed resources to get their projects from the
drawing board to lift-off. These may stimulate your thinking about how to undertake
such revitalizing projects in your community.
CMA’s staff offers Boards the expertise to manage your community’s maintenance and
improvement projects, and help you fulfill your stewardship of caring. One of the charms
of living in an Association is nurturing a sense of community, and helping it to mature
gracefully. Renewal is the way great Associations grow even better.
Sincerely,
Judi M. Phares, CMCA®, PCAM®
Publisher
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TLC Infuses Lake Ridge with Vitality
“Tender, Loving Care” is essential to
maintaining the pristine character of Lake
Ridge POA, a Cedar Hill community
adjacent to Joe Pool Lake. First developed
in 1996, the community has embarked on
a number of projects to rejuvenate and
improve common areas that sprawl over
more than 3,400 acres. For a community
of 1000 homes and 7 gated communities,
the huge spread is a lot to say grace over.
Two parks owned by the Lake Ridge POA
have undergone improvements to keep
them safe and functional, primarily as
drainage for runoff from major rain
events. Picnickers and walkers also enjoy
these areas near the lakes and ponds. The
Board approved new signage for the
entrance to both parks and placed new

commercial garbage cans to cut down on
unsightly litter.
At its Fossil Ridge Park, the association
manager arranged to obtain free truckloads of rock, which were used to build a
dam. “The Association is working closely
with the City of Cedar Hill to control erosion and further grade and overseed the
dam area to bring it back to turf,” said
Phil McDonald, President of the Board.
Volunteers also trim trees and thin the
woods and brush in Ridge View Park,
which allows the landscape company to
better maintain the park.
Lying within the jurisdictions of both
Grand Prairie and Cedar Hill, Association
volunteers also worked to obtain a grant

Paving the Way at Lake Ridge POA. A new sidewalk winds along a wooded shore in Ridge View Park.
Sections of pea gravel walk, which had badly eroded, were replaced by 616 feet of new concrete sidewalks,
which should be resistant to further erosion, earth movement and damage from commercial lawn mowers.

The Timbers, a gated community within Lake Ridge
POA, is installing new landscaping in phases,
to replace older overgrown and dying shrubs with
native trees and plants. The community also
installed a modified irrigation system to help reduce
watering expense.

from the City of Cedar Hill to update the
landscaping of Prairie View Boulevard,
replacing dead cypress trees with native
and adapted species. The Association is
also in the process of landscaping Lake
View Drive medians with trees, shrubs,
roses, flowers, and grasses that will be
watered with a drip system to conserve
water.
Such community-minded TLC assures that
this lake-centered Association of homes,
parks and leisure amenities will retain its
value long after the recession is forgotten.
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Cottonwood Valley HOA Thrives
Near DFW’s Hub

Cottonwood Valley, a Las Colinas
community in Irving, was first
developed in 1978. The owners of
the 455 homes of Cottonwood
Valley HOA enjoy a relaxed suburban lifestyle, yet are minutes away
from the hub of DFW commerce
and transportation corridors.
Sandy Cureton, CWVHOA Vice
President of Operations, her committee and CMA’s onsite manager
worked closely with ValleyCrest
Landscape Maintenance to complete major improvements to the
community’s 2.5-acre park.

Situated in a family-friendly neighborhood, Cottonwood Valley Park
is a favorite gathering place for
play groups, picnics and community
activities. The Association surveyed its
owners about their desires for the space,
before itemizing their beautification and
makeover list. The plan included

ing and scrambling on the
ramps. The Association partially funded the projects with
monies they received from the
developer through a cost-sharing arrangement.

enhanced landscaping, new park benches
and tables, repainted signs and new trash
containers. The park installed additional
playground equipment to keep lots of
active youngsters happily swinging, slid-

“The Association has several
projects on the drawing board,”
said Bill Tiffany, president of
CWVHOA. “Our previous
Board worked with the City of
Irving to coordinate a joint
project that’s scheduled for the
summer. The City will replace
water lines and repair sanitary
sewers before the community
repaves some of its private
streets, minimizing the digging
and maximizing the value to the community. The Association also will replace
the guard house at the MacArthur
entrance and repair and upgrade its
perimeter wall.”

Park Beautification. There’s something about a gazebo adorned with festive cascading baskets which captures the eye and invites residents to linger and
enjoy this spot in Cottonwood Valley Park. New playground equipment is the draw for lively youngsters who live in the CWVHOA.

CMA’s Leadership Advisor
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Urban HOA Keeps a City Pace
Since its incorporation in 2000, the Belvedere Condominium
Homes Association has been co-mingling the bustling uptown
scene with all the comforts of home. Owners enjoy access to
spa-worth amenities and concierge service 24 hours a day,
365 days a year

From any corner of their block, owners of these 104 units are
just a short stroll from the trolley cars on McKinney Avenue and
a gateway to fine restaurants, shops, and the Dallas arts and
cultural scene.
The Association recently made major roof renovations and
upgrades. Roof vents were installed for better temperature
control in the attic. Finally, additional insulation was added to
the attic. The combination of these projects has led to lower
heating and cooling costs for everyone.

An urban vibe surrounds these uptown Dallas condo homes.
Nestled among landmark homes and buildings in Dallas’ StateThomas neighborhood, the area is reminiscent of the
Brownstones of Boston and the elegance of Park Avenue.

Topping Off. The flat portion of the roof was overlaid with a water-resistant
product to seal it and prevent leaks that lead to damage and mold. It also
holds an R rating that helps reduce heat penetrating into the attic space.
Poor insulation causes higher utility expenses.

Urban Vibe. Long corridors
with thousands of square feet of
walls, trim and carpet represent
a substantial portion of the
common area at the 3-story
Belvedere Condominium
Homes. Freshly painted walls
and trim, in a soothing color
palette of beige, cream and
taupe, lend a sophisticated air.
New carpeting throughout
complements the design.

The neutral backdrop is
punctuated by tasteful contemporary appointments in foyers
and colorful splashes of abstract
artwork in public sitting rooms.

CMA’s Leadership Advisor
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Mallard Lakes HOA
Profits from Partnerships
Joint Planning with City a Boon

There’s usually no problem assembling
a quorum “plus” for meetings of the
Mallard Lakes HOA. This type of
positive response was evident at a recent
annual meeting of this engaged McKinney
community of 237 owners. At the meeting residents were briefed on a major lake
de-silting project to be undertaken jointly
with the City of McKinney. Board members worked closely with engineers, City
representatives and adjacent community
associations to plan the project, and minimize the impact on the environment,
lifestyle and Association budget.
One favorable outcome, even before work
gets underway — the project will be funded by a City of McKinney bond election,
with no direct cost to HOA owners.

Getting to the Other Side

Maintaining the long-term health and
enjoyment of its three lakes is vital to the
lifestyle of this water-loving community.
The Association benefits from volunteers
who willingly pitch in to accomplish many
projects. Members like Sid Pitzer, Bob
Elwell, and Alex Platacis regularly head up
community workdays to turn their love of
the community into “sweat equity.”
Some months back, the Board appointed
them as part of a special committee to bring
a dream to fruition. A former resident had
first inspired the wish for a short bridge to
span a weir (small dam) across a neck joining
two of the adjacent lakes. The green belt and
lake point on the far side were cut off from
access by the lakeshore on one side and the
private property of owners along the other.

Applied Geometry. Who says you’ll never use your geometry? The graceful arch of this Mallard Lakes
HOA bridge required no special tools — just a power drill, saw and some fundamental structural principles
using equal and opposite angles. An owner with bridge-building experience lent his expertise, and a team
of volunteers built the bridge to open up a common area which was previously inaccessible by foot.

CMA’s Leadership Advisor
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Owners sign in at the Mallard Lakes Annual Meeting.

Applied Ingenuity

Possessed with a bond of camaraderie,
Sid, Bob, Alex, Phil Hodge and Board
president Bud Ward set out with objectives, both aesthetic and practical. They
would build a bridge to open access to this
common area. By fortunate coincidence,
Platacis is a former Marine Corps bridge
construction engineer. With his know-how,
a plan took shape to use the construction
technique of an ancient Chinese bridge
structure using a design he found on the
Internet. Their skill and inspiration made
this wish a reality.
“The design is a marvel of precision and
strength, requiring a minimum of materials,“said former Board member and project
manager, Bob Elwell. “We constructed the
bridge over several weekends at a cost of
roughly $1,700, funded by private donations from owners.” He estimates the cost
for a commercial design and construction
would have been $15,000 to $20,000.
Bob said the bridge was approved by the
agency which has an easement and
jurisdiction over this portion of the lake.
Bob is gratified to have had a part in this
gift to the community. This short bridge
invites owners to explore new vistas.
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Keeping Up Appearances
Inspiration to renew your community’s lease on life!

Curb appeal attracts new homeowners. A depressed housing market penalizes the property values of many communities, especially those which have failed to maintain their
appeal to prospective owners. Are you maximizing your community’s potential? Here
are some pointers on how to preserve your Association’s lifestyle and property values.

Do spadework at the grassroots. Survey your owners to find out their interests and priorities for the community. For projects which could use support and
volunteers, think proximity and visibility. Those who live nearby that park,
street, entrance gate, or section of the screening wall may view the space as a
point of pride or concern, both of which can prompt active participation. Seek
out those with some extra time, for example, owners who may be retired or
between jobs.

Lavish TLC on the basics. Whether your community’s aesthetic is newly minted or vintage cachet, both require ongoing maintenance and refurbishment to
retain curb appeal. These basics are eye-pleasing classics: fresh paint, smooth,
unblemished concrete, neatly mulched and weeded beds, walls free of graffiti,
well-lighted streets free of potholes.

Expose your ‘hidden assets.’ Does your reserve plan account for timely
replacement of infrastructure? What’s lurking beneath the surface — aging
insulation, damaged roofing timbers? The infrastructure of older facilities may
warrant evaluation, as it is often not accounted for in reserve studies.
Leverage the power of partnerships. Are you informed about city and county

government planning and other jurisdictional agencies? Do you know your
municipal leaders? Partnering with local movers and shakers can be invaluable to
channel potential opportunities and funds to your community. Get to know them.

CONSULTING EXPERTS

Should you
consult an
engineer?

Land and water. They become very complex when you build on and around them.
Consulting engineers (P.E.s) possess expertise in topography, structural design, construction and all things “manmade.” They
apply this knowledge to shape major features such as lakes, drainage structures and
retaining walls into a community’s overall
design. Associations should call on these
professionals to help them preserve these
important common area assets.
Brian LaFoy, vice president of Nathan D.
Maier Consulting Engineers, Inc.
(NDMCE), is a professional engineer (P.E.)
who has consulted with many HOAs in
the DFW area. In its 25 year history the
mid-size consulting engineering firm has
earned a word-of-mouth reputation for
quality engineering, surveying, and construction management services with
Associations. In addition, about 70% of
the firm’s projects are public works with
agencies such as municipal government,
and the DOT.
Associations benefit from LaFoy’s extensive
knowledge of their properties, many of
which his firm worked on from the ground
up. “Boards appreciate being able to maintain some continuity through the years
from Board to Board,” says LaFoy. “Our
involvement with a property often predates
the current leadership and stretches back
to initial development.”
(Please see page 7)
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CONSULTING EXPERTS
(Continued from page 6)

Why does an HOA consult a professional engineer?
LaFoy responded with several key points:
1. “An engineered solution will typically

save expense in the long run.” That’s
based on evaluating the overall investment and accounting for the benefits of
“not having to do it over again.”
Rebuilding and replacing after spending
on a temporary solution means you pay
twice. You gain quality and durability by
designing and building for the long-term.

2. “A professional opinion may help you

avoid a major expenditure – such as
unnecessary construction.” Clients see
dollar signs when they envision engineering for construction and structural management projects. LaFoy appreciates the
price sensitivity of Association clients,

and cites a case in point.
A site visit to a townhome revealed water
seepage at the foundation was actually caused
by a drainage issue on
the roof. The client
avoided what could have
been a costlier solution
to re-grade and construct a retaining wall.

3. “Consulting engineers have both

‘know how’ and ‘know who.’” LaFoy
steers Associations toward the right
resource to suit their project or problem. After making a site visit, LaFoy

will assess the situation and recommend the next step, or suggest some
appropriate alternatives and resources,
such as architects, jurisdictional agencies, city governments, etc.
For example, some Association common
areas encompass ponds and lakes, which
sometimes have fish. These features may
be jurisdictional waters or wildlife regulated by agencies such as the Corps of
Engineers, the Fish and Wildlife
Commission, and/or other government
bodies.

4. “Engineering firms act as liaisons with

A Big Dig and Restoration. Nathan D. Maier Consulting Engineers, Inc. managed a community wall
structural repair project for the Lakes of Coppell HOA. An engineer evaluated the condition of the wall and
determined it was compromised. Photos show the construction phase when repairs were being made, and
the satisfactory result after the project was done. (Photos courtesy of Nathan D. Maier Consulting Engineer, Inc.)
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agencies on behalf of their clients.”
They obtain permits, comply with regulations, and manage a range of tasks,
like disposing of hazardous materials;
for example, the gooey muck that’s
dredged up when a lake is de-silted.

5. “Clients value the quality assurance of

construction expertise and onsitemonitoring. Our firm understands
what current construction costs should
be,” says LaFoy. “Our designers
develop economical and ‘contractorfriendly’ designs that help minimize
costs of construction.” NDMCE works
closely with your Association manager
and contractors to complete projects
according to specifications to minimize pitfalls and potential claims.
Associations are assured of a certified
professional “stamp of approval”
when a project is finished.
www.cmamanagement.com

LEGISLATIVE ADVISORY

HOA Boards Blitz Austin
Special thanks to these Board members who gave their time to
participate in CMA’s recent legislative blitz: Ryan Cave, Lost
Creek Ranch; Dan Pellar, Lone Star Ranch; Bob Philo,
Eldorado HOA; Mike Walker, Bridlewood; Kevin Kernan and
Dick Crain, Heritage Ranch; and Fred Franklin, and Marta
Gore, Stonebridge Ranch.

canvass representatives’ staffers and register their opinions.
Their mission: to comment on the proposed bills which would
adversely affect HOAs. Some 200 homeowners from across the
state gathered to oppose HB 1977, HB 1976, HJR 76 and HB
899. Some of these proposed bills would outlaw
foreclosures by HOAs under many circumstances. Other hot button issues on the
docket: the right to place energy
saving devices, access to meetings
and records and voting.

Pablo Ruiz, board president of
Stonebridge Ranch, and Phil
MacDonald, board president of
Lake Ridge POA, testified at
the Business and Industry
Committee session in
defense of current HOA
rights to foreclosure. They
asserted that HOAs need this
right as part of their legal due
process to collect unpaid debts.
Between sessions 23 CMA staff
and board members spread out to

At this writing, the legislature is
still in session. We anticipate
legislation will be passed which
will impact HOAs. At the close of
the legislative session, we will send
an e-mail to board members sharing
the final outcome of bills which will
affect Associations.
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A periodic publication of

Lincoln on Leadership
Executive Strategies for Tough Times

CMA

by Donald T. Phillips

Community.
Well
Served.
Community.
Well
Served.
1800 Preston
Park
Blvd., Suite 101

In this bicentennial year of Abraham Lincoln’s birth, take a fresh
look at this remarkable leader. This is the first book to examine
Lincoln’s diverse leadership abilities and how they can be applied
to today’s complex world.
You’ll discover why you should:
• Seize the initiative and never relinquish it.
• Avoid issuing orders, and instead – request,
imply or make suggestions.
• Encourage risk-taking while providing job security.
Today’s leaders have described the book as both fascinating and
informative. It’s not just history; it’s a good read!

Quote

“The time to repair the roof
is when the sun is shining.”
- John F. Kennedy

CMA’s Leadership Advisor
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